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The number of worldwide 2008 U.S. election-related spam email to be 
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Secure Computing’s TrustedSource Labs



Questions

How can digital trash be reused to create meaning?

Specifically:

1. What creative reuses of spam resonate with people?

2. Spam is constantly changing, what technological
    developments would be of interest to artists/designers?



Intentions

Through this research project I would like to:

Find threads or discussions that are of common interest to all humans.
How does this technology effect people in their day-to-day lives and what 
are their thoughts on the subject?

Find how the technology has changed, much of the work that exists
around the subject is dated. A greater knowledge of current trends will
make the work relevant.

Create work based upon the findings.



Existing Spam  
Art/Design

Pieterjan Ginckels/A World Situation, 2007Nick Philip/Nowhere.com, 1998



Pieterjan Ginckels/A World Situation, 2007

Existing Spam  
Art/Design

Alex Dragulescu

Spam Architecture Spam Plants



Existing Spam  
Art/Design

Bill Shackleford/Spamshredder, 2007

http://billshackelford.com/home.php5?page=/portfolio_spamshredder_video


Existing Spam  
Art/Design

Linzie Hunter/Spam One-Liners



Existing Spam  
Art/Design

Julien Bouillon/Corporate suite, 2006



Research 

3 email interviews, ages 26-35

3 self-documentation, ages 26-35, creative occupations

2 “site” observations.
observation of myspace and youtube spam



Findings

“Real” outcome is preferred

Much of the work that had a digital visual style and that existed in an on-
line format was not as interesting as work that sought to posit the subject 
in the real world.

The interviewees also mentioned that a paper solution or installation was 
more interesting. When prodded about a creative use of junk mail, re-
sponses were less than enthusiastic. 



Findings

Digital thumbprint, or trail of spam

The ways in which spam reaches your inbox or myspace page and what 
it says about your movements on the internet was interesting to intervie-
wees and the interviewer. 

A gentleman I spoke with told me that based upon his myspace spam, 
one could ascertain which girls he had crushes on and at the time he was 
very embarrassed. 



Findings

Psychological Interactions/Made you click

Site observations revealed that spammers use fear, curiosity,
sex, and desire to gain the attention of users. They also used 
aggressive pop-ups to keep a user from leaving a site. 



Potential Impact
of Project 

A larger research project that grows from this proposal will assist 
myself or another artist/designer in creating work that is:

a. current on technological developments 

b. does not duplicate existing work. 

& (hopefully) create a renewed interest in the subject to other artists/
designers because it has not been adequately explored.



My Qualifications

BFA in Film and Video

MFA Candidate in Graphic Design

An interest in new media art and design

A semester of research on spam art/design

Programming knowledge 



Project Timeline

January 2009: 
Conduct interviews with different demographic groups
Complete technical research

February-April 2009: 
Conduct interviews with specialists/programmers,
other artists.

May-June 2009: 
Analyze new and old research. Hire programmer

June-August 2009: 
Construction phase, build work from research findings



Project Budget

Research: $5,000
Travel: $10,000
Programmer: $6,000
Materials: $10,000
Miscellaneous: $3,000
Donation to 

Total: $34,000






